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 Company Profile



Ruby On Rails, Django & 
Laravel Development Experts_



41studio is agile software development company 
which providing custom software solutions for desktop, 
web and mobile application to perfectly suit your 
business needs. Our specialities are using the latest 
cutting edge open source technologies such as Ruby 
on Rails, Django, Laravel, Vue, React, Angular, Ionic 
Swift and more..

About Us



What We Do?
We design and develop awesome apps for web, desktop and mobile development

Web Development

Mobile DevelopmentUI /  UX Design

Desktop Development



We Build the Stunning and 
Functional Softwares for You..



We deliver apps essentials at your finger tips. 
Functional, flawless and easy to use. Tell us 
your plan and we’ll make it happen.

Development is our core area of expertise 
and passion. We build elegant and 
functional web solutions using Ruby on 
Rails, React, Angular, Django, Laravel. 
Simple and intuitive or extensive and 
complex - we can build it with you.
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Web Applications 

Mobile Development



We build cross platform desktop apps (Mac, 
Windows and Linux) for all your business 
needs with JavaScript, HTML and CSS using 
Electron.

The look of your web and apps are 
mirroring the whole of your business. it’s 
reflecting your creativity and will make you 
looked different from others. As a web 
development company, we understand this 
matter is really important! that’s why we 
offer you the UI/UX Design service to make 
your website and or mobile apps look more 
interesting and attractive when visitors 
come by. Tell us what look you like or 
simply trust us to make it different based on 
your business goals.
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Desktop Development
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FRONT
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We always use the most updated 
and cutting-edge technologies to 
build outstanding applications 
wether it be for web, desktop or 
mobile platform. We are Ruby on 
Rails, Django and Laravel 
experts, but building great 
products would not be possible 
without knowledge and extensive 
usage of many other things, e.g. 
HaProxy, Nginx, Due JS, React 
JS, Angular JS, Ionic, Electron, 
PostgreSQL, Redis, Redshift, 
AWS, Heroic, Swift and many 
more.

Technologies

DESKTOP

BACK END



Recommend.my is a place to find the 
best services professionals in Malaysia.

About

rec   mmend.my



Sejasa.com is a place to find the 
best services professionals in 
Indonesia.

About

sejasa.c   m



Back-end 
Development

Web applications development is our core 
area of expertise and passion. We build 
elegant and functional web solutions using 
Ruby on Rails, React and more. Simple and 
intuitive or extensive and complex - we can 
build it with you.

Desktop Development

We build cross platform desktop apps 
(Mac, Windows and Linux) for all your 
business needs with JavaScript, HTML & 
CSS using Electron.
. 
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Mobile Development

With us you can create the mobile 
applications of your own and give you a 
great experience in exploring the 
technology through your hands. There are 
many mobile applications you can rely on 
for your daily and business activities, such 
as social media, travel, translator, GPS, or 
even your mobile version of your website. 
Tell us your plan and we'll make it happen.

Front-end Development

The look of your website is the mirror of your whole 
business and your offers, it's reflecting your 
creativity and will make you looked different from 
others.

As a web development company, we understand 
this matter is really important! that's why we offer 
you the web design service to make your website 
and or mobile apps look more interesting and 
attractive when visitors come by. 



Integrations
Today it's hard to imagine web products 
not linked to popular services. Our Ruby On 
Rails, Django, and Laravel developers have 
implemented a bunch of different 
integrations, e.g. social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter), payment systems 
(Paypal, Stripe, Braintree), geo services 
(Foursquare, Google Maps/Places, Yahoo 
Local, Yelp, etc.), email marketing 
(Sendgrid, Mailchimp), business tools 
(LinkedIn, Zendesk, Pivotal Tracker), etc.



41studio was founded by Hendra Nicholas on early 

2009. In the beginning there were 5 people who working 

onsite as web developers, along with the growing up of 

company business and increasing the demand to our 

services now we have about 30 developers working 

onsite and serve mobile and desktop application 

development as well.

Story

2009

2011 2013

Now

41studio was founded
by Hendra nicholas 
early 2009.

Founding of 41studio 
employs 5 people web 
developers who work onsite

Along with the development of 
consumer confidence in the 
company's business, the 
demand for services

Now 41studio business not only 
web development but also 
penetrated into mobile application 
development and desktop apps to
 serve customers both startup and 
corporate, local and international.



Meet The Team

We believe in every big project, there is 
solid and reliable people. Get to know our 
genius software architect developers 
behind every awesome product creations.

SOLID TEAM



What Are They Saying

     Hendra and his team have worked 
with me for the better part of 3 years, 
over several literations of my product. 
Always working hard, taking the time to 
understand details, they were and 
hopefully will be a continued core part 
of my team. I came to Hendra with just a 
vision. He made it a reality. I owe a great 
deal to him. If you need a true technical 
partner, I’d strongly recommmend him. 

William F Ianagan
CEO of  Tempus Group USA

      41studio team is now a true part of 
our team and expect will remain so for a 
very long time. We will have plenty of 
work from launch on out and they will be 
our first and only choice to perform that 
work. They’s fantastic.

Mark Feinbergh
Founder of Uruut USA

    41studio team went above and 
beyond the call of duty during our 
project. His highest priority is customer 
satisfaction!

Christoper Kaminski
Founder of Deluxis USA

“ “ “



We made your ideas into the stunning 
functionally web and mobile_
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